ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE OF AUGMENTATIONS TO GLOBAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS OUTSIDE THEIR AREAS OF COVERAGE
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Abstract. Signals broadcasted by Global Positioning System are a good solution for aircraft navigation in remote areas where conventional ground-based navigation means do not exist. In the world of avionics, more and more navigation guidance systems based on GPS are being developed. Very high claims in terms of accuracy, reliability, and integrity are required for such systems. But GPS alone cannot satisfy these requirements. For this reason, augmentation systems have been designed, which along with GPS receivers form state-of-the-art navigation systems.
This paper discusses existing augmentation means to GPS in Europe, their accuracy, and the possibility for aircraft flights over Lithuania to use corrections broadcasted of one or another augmentation system.
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**Introduction**

In the Baltic States and other European countries, many small airfields that are not equipped with instrument approach facilities exist. Now existing global navigation systems enable their signals to be used for en-route and terminal areas. But neither GPS nor GLONASS alone can meet the civil aviation requirements for precision and non-precision approach phases of flight without a system augmentation.

If to restrict our attention to the Baltic region, three main augmentations of GPS exist: the first is the network of European differential beacons, the second is the Euro fix system based on the long range navigation system Loran-C, and the third is the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS).

One of the most important characteristics of the system possibilities for guidance of aircraft in approach phase of the flight is its ability to ensure good positioning accuracy.

In this paper, we are going to discuss usage possibilities and accuracies of differential GPS signals outside areas of reference stations. We will focus on using such signals in Lithuania. We will review existing GPS augmentation systems in Europe, their general structure, and location of reference stations. In the conclusion, we decide which augmentation system is the best fit for Lithuania in terms of accuracy, and what the advantages and disadvantages of each system reviewed are.

**1. Network of European differential beacons**

Displacement of the European differential radio beacons nearest to Lithuania is depicted in Fig 1. Radio beacons transmit differential GPS corrections in almost real time on carrier frequencies of the frequency band 283.5...315 KHz [6].

The feature of propagation of middle length radio waves means that it is possible to use the corrections for instrument approach purposes with installed DGPS receiver on-board the approaching to the airfield aircraft at distances of several hundred kilometers from DGPS beacons and flight altitudes may be quite low. Differential GPS corrections are effective for ranges of about 50 kilometers from DGPS stations [7].

Transmission rates of differential GPS corrections, the carrier frequencies, and other data of some European differential beacons nearest the center of Lithuania are presented in Table 1 [3].

**Fig 1. DGPS coverage of European Radio beacons**

**2. Analysis of DGPS corrections effectiveness**

The effectiveness of DGPS corrections decreases due to spatial and time dependent decorrelation.

As the receiver of a DGPS station finds DGPS corrections at the epoch $t_0$ and the on-board receiver applies these corrections at the epoch $t$, the values of corrections for the on-board GPS receiver will be:

$$\left[\Delta R_i'(t)\right]_{corr} = \Delta R_i'(t_0) + \frac{\partial \Delta R_i'(t_0)}{\partial t}(t-t_0); \quad (1)$$

Then residual errors for pseudo ranges after applying DGPS corrections in on-board GPS receiver will be:

$$\left[\Delta R_i'(t)\right]_{corr} = \Delta R_i'(t_0) + \frac{\partial \Delta R_i'(t_0)}{\partial t}(t-t_0). \quad (2)$$
where $\Delta R$ – differences between geometric ranges $\rho$ and pseudo ranges, i.e., pseudo range from the station's GPS receiver to the $j$-th satellite (index $A$) and pseudo range from on-board GPS receiver to the $j$-th satellite (index $V$), $c$ – speed of e.m. waves; $b$ and $B$ – clock biases of the GPS receiver and satellite with respect to the GPS time scale; $d_{\text{ion}}$ and $d_{\rho}$ – satellite signal delay times in the ionosphere and troposphere, $\varepsilon$ – items to evaluate pseudo range measurement errors due to GPS receiver noise and GPS signal multipath. The first item of equation (2) means residual error of range measurement due to satellite ephemerides errors. The second item is due to differences of time scales of onboard GPS receiver and station GPS receiver. The third item is due to change in time differences between GPS system and satellite time scale biases. The fourth and fifth items are due to the different influence of the ionosphere and troposphere respectively for signals to reference (station) and on-board GPS receivers. The sixth item is due to different noises or reference receiver and on-board GPS receiver and different multipath of GPS signals to those receivers. The seventh item estimates the quantity that may be received with the DGPS station signal and enables the rate of change of the corrections in time to be evaluated and improve corrections by estimation of its delay. The GPS system and satellite time scales are formed by very stable atomic clocks. Also, as it is known, the selective availability (S/A) function of the GPS NAVSTAR was switched off in 2000. The residual errors of the first and third items are therefore close to zero. Factors of the errors estimated by the sixth item are random and residual errors for these sources do not depend on time or distance. In the time interval $(t-t_0)$, which is equal for some seconds and means a delay in applying DGPS correction in the on-board receiver, quantities $d_{\text{ion}}$ and $d_{\rho}$ remain approximately the same. But they change with the change of distances between the reference DGPS station receiver and the on-board GPS receiver. For this spatial decorrelation we have:

$$\Delta d_{\text{ion}}(x) \approx \Delta d_{\text{ion}}(x_0) + \frac{\partial(\Delta d_{\text{ion}})}{\partial x} dx; \quad (3)$$

$$\Delta d_{\rho}(x) \approx \Delta d_{\rho}(x_0) + \frac{\partial(\Delta d_{\rho})}{\partial x} dx. \quad (4)$$

In the area around point $x_0$, which may be considered as a circle with a radius of about 50 km, we may assume that $d_{\text{ion}}(x) \approx d_{\text{ion}}(x_0)$ and $d_{\rho}(x) \approx d_{\rho}(x_0)$, which means $\Delta d_{\text{ion}}(x_0) \approx 0$. But if we talk about aircraft routes, for example, somewhere in Lithuania, and for these flights we intend to use DGPS corrections translated by European differential beacons, let say specified in table 1, one can see that distances from the middle Lithuania to these stations are 150-500 km or longer (Fig 1).

As it follows from investigations of wide area DGPS, the average values of spatial decorrelations of DGPS corrections for errors due to ionosphere and troposphere influence on GPS signals are (2-4) mm/km for ionosphere and (1-2) mm/km for troposphere [2]. Data illustrating how predictably accuracy changes with distance for DGPS corrections are shown in Table 2.

As one can see, using a GPS signal with transmissions from European DGPS stations for flights in Lithuania will not give acceptable accuracy (usually expressed as $2 \cdot \sigma$) for aircraft in precision approach and landing phases.

3. Possibilities of usage of Euro fix network

Loran-C stations of the Northwest European LORAN-C System (NELS) (Fig 2a), the former Mediterranean Sea Chain (Fig 2b), and the European Chayka Chain (Fig 2c) equipped with the Euro fix technique form a system of local area GNSS augmentation stations [4, 8, 1].

As one can see from Fig 2, most chain stations that play a role as Euro fix network stations transmitting DGPS corrections are at distances of several hundred or even more than 1000 km from the centre of Lithuania. From the analysis of the effectiveness of DGPS corrections in the earlier section of this paper, the conclusion follows that the effectiveness of DGPS corrections from Euro fix will be the same as for the differential DGPS beacon network or will be even bigger. For the purpose of the improvement of these corrections, the user has to use Euro fix as a regional area augmentation system (RAAS) instead of using it as LAAS [4]. RAAS mode requires two or more Euro fix stations within range. The user may then operate in a quasi network mode by applying the weighted average of the received corrections from the multiple stations. RAAS is very interesting since it offers even better accuracy and reliability than the single-station LAAS mode of operation.

![Fig 2](image_url)
Table 1. Data of some European differential beacons nearest the center of Lithuania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference ID</th>
<th>Broadcast Site</th>
<th>Carrier frequency KHz</th>
<th>MSK (bps)</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>481</td>
<td>Dziwnów</td>
<td>283.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>483</td>
<td>Jarosławiec</td>
<td>295.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>482</td>
<td>Rozewie</td>
<td>301.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>Baltiysk</td>
<td>286.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nidden</td>
<td>315.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535</td>
<td>Klaipeda</td>
<td>304.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ventspils</td>
<td>308.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>Ristna</td>
<td>307.0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>465</td>
<td>Hoburg</td>
<td>297.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>online</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Data illustrating how predictability accuracy changes with distance for DGPS corrections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of errors</th>
<th>Range error (1 • δ_m) m</th>
<th>without correction</th>
<th>residual errors after applying DGPS corrections with Potency &lt; 5s when distance between onboard GPS receiver and DGPS station is [km]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephemerid errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionosphere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troposphere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipath</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver noise and other receiver errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference station errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent r.m.s. (1 • δ_m), m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.6-14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent position error (G_H=2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent vertical error (G_V=2.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS)

The purpose of EGNOS is to implement a system that fulfils a range of user service requirements by means of an overlay augmentation to GPS and GLONASS based on the broadcasting through GEO satellites of GPS-like navigation signals containing integrity and differential correction information applicable to the navigation signals of the GPS satellites, the GLONASS satellites, EGNOS GEO Overlay satellites, and the signals of other GEO Overlay systems (provided they can be received by a GNSS-I user located inside the defined EGNOS service area) [9, 5, 10].

The EGNOS architecture is composed of four segments: ground segment, space segment, user segment, and support facilities.

The EGNOS Ground Segment consists of GNSS (GPS, GLONASS, GEO) ranging and integrity monitoring stations (called RIMS) that are connected to a set of redundant control and processing facilities called Mission Control Centre (MCC). The system will deploy 34 RIMS located mainly in Europe and four MCCs. The MCCs determine the integrity and pseudo-range differential corrections for each monitored satellite,
This information is sent in a message to the Navigation Land Earth Station (NLES), to be up-linked along with the GEO Ranging Signal to GEO satellites. These GEO satellites downlink this data on the GPS Link 1 (L1) frequency with a modulation and coding scheme similar to the GPS alone. (Fig 3 shows planned sites for the different EGNOS G/S elements).

Before EGNOS becomes fully operational, airline pilots and others equipped with an EGNOS receiver can tune in to a test signal broadcast by the ESTB [5]. The ESTB (EGNOS System Test Bed) is a real-time prototype of EGNOS. Test signal broadcasting began in February 2000 via Inmarsat AOR-E (Atlantic Ocean Region – East) and today is broadcast via Inmarsat IOR (Indian Ocean Region). At present, ESTB consists of 10 ranging integrity monitoring stations (RIMS) dotted about Europe – this number may increase once the MTB is connected to ESTB – and one processing centre that collects data for modulation onto the EGNOS signal. The architecture of ESTB is presented in Fig 4.

By using GPS and ESTB Signal-In-Space, users in Europe can nowadays determine their position with sub-meter errors both in horizontal and vertical components 95 percent of the time [9]. This is illustrated in Figure 5, which is based on real-data collected from the ESTB. The area within the test signal that can be exploited is determined primarily by the location of the reference stations. The ESTB APV-2 service area is depicted in Figure 6 (this figure is also based on real data collected from the system).

Though the ESTB service area fully covers the territory of Lithuania, positioning errors using this service in our country will not be the same as those depicted in Fig 5. This follows from an analysis of the effectiveness of DGPS corrections. Lithuania is far away from the nearest ESTB reference station.

Conclusions

Usage of satellite-based navigation aids and their augmentations for aircraft flights in Lithuania were discussed.

Since European differential beacons were initially intended for marine application, most of these beacons are situated on coastal territories, and there is a lack of beacons for overland routes. The conclusion follows that, using such a service for navigation inside the country, positioning errors due to spatial decorrelation increase along with the increasing distance between the user and differential beacon.

Even using Euro fix as regional area augmentation system its accuracy is similar to DGNSS and therefore does not offer any immediately apparent direct
operational benefits beyond those available from the other systems. Due to the fact that Euro fix uses the Loran-C signal as a carrier, the future of Euro fix depends on the future of Loran-C itself.

Since signals broadcasted by the EGNOS system have frequency, modulation, and coding schemes similar to the ones that GPS has, it would be acceptable to use such a system for aircraft navigation and non-precision approach. Furthermore the accuracy of the signals of the EGNOS system will increase in the future with the completion and development of this system.

To gain the highest positioning accuracy today for aircraft flights inside Lithuania, we should choose the network of European differential beacons as augmentation to GPS. This is because this network has a beacon nearest to the center of Lithuania.
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